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ABSTRACT.   Given a Lie group G (not necessarily unimodular) and a

subgroup K of G (not necessarily compact), it is shown how to associate with

every finite-dimensional unitary irreducible representation S of AT a class of

distributions analogous to the class of spherical functions of height 5 familiar

from the unimodular-maximal compact case.  The two concepts agree as nearly

as possible.  A number of familiar theorems are generalized to our situation.

As an application we obtain a generalization of the Frobenius reciprocity theo-

rem and of Plancherel's theorem to arbitrary induced representations of Lie

groups.

I. Introduction. Let G be a Lie group (not necessarily unimodular) and K a

closed (but not necessarily compact!) subgroup. In this paper we show how to

associate with every finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation 6 of K a

class of distributions which is analogous to the class of spherical trace functions

of height 5 on a unimodular group having a large compact subgroup (see [1] ).

We obtain generalizations of a large number of results familiar from the large

compact case. For example, we obtain an essentially one-to-one correspondence

between spherical distributions and certain representations of an algebra of K

central distributions.

In the unimodular-large compact case our concept agrees with the usual

concept of spherical trace function [1] to the extent that the distributions we

study are given via integration against spherical trace functions.   However, we do

not, in general, obtain all spherical trace functions in this manner. The reason

for this is our insistence upon unitarity. It can be shown (although we will not

do so here) that a development of spherical functions entirely analogous to the

one adopted here can be carried out in the large compact unimodular case utiliz-

ing nonunitary induced representations, which does yield all spherical tract func-

tions.

It is interesting (although perhaps not surprising) that in the nonunimodular

case the nonunimodular trace operators Qn associated with the nonunimodular

Plancherel formula play a significant role.
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368 R. PENNEY

To motivate our generalization, suppose that G is compact. Let U be the

unitary representation of G induced by 8 acting via right translation in the space

H = {F G 7,2(G, H5)l F(kx) = B(k)F(x), kEK.xEG}. Let II be a projection

onto a maximal primary subspace of U.  Then one can show (as in the proof of

Theorem 1 below) that there is a unique function Vn: G —► Homc(H5, fi6) such

that Pn(ftxft') = 5(k')-xVn(x)8(k)-x (x E G, ft, ft' G K) for which itFXy) =

fGVn(x)F(xy) dx.  One can also show that tr Vn( ' ) = Dn( • ) is a spherical

trace function of height 5 and that Vn( ' ) = /jçOn(ft • )5(k~x)dk. Furthermore,

every spherical trace function arises in this manner. Thus, spherical trace func-

tions are simply kernels (in the sense of integral operators) of certain intertwining

operators.

It is this point of view we adopt in this paper. There are a large number of

problems involved. If G is not compact, intertwining operators for U need no

longer be integral operators. However, it turns out that they are always convolu-

tion against distributions. Furthermore, U need have no primary subspaces. This

causes problems, but they are solvable due to the direct integral theory of unitary

representations.

Our techniques are C°° vector techniques.

II. C°* vectors. In this section we gather together the results from C°*

theory we shall need later.

Let G be a Lie group and let U be a continuous unitary representation of

G in a separable Hubert space H- A vector u G H is said to be a C" vector for U

if the map g —♦ U(g)v is a C°° map of G into H- If X is an element of the Lie

algebra L of G, then bU(X)o is defined to be d/dt\t=0U(e\p tX)o for u G C(U).

The mapping X —+ dU(X) extends to a representation map of the enveloping al-

gebra 0 into the operators on C"(U). We topologjze C°(U) via the seminorms

ibU(X) • 8, X G 0. C is an invariant subspace of H. The restriction U~ of U

to C is a differentiable representation in the C°° topology. In text we will use

without specific reference many standard results on C" vectors. We refer the

reader to Poulsen [6] for such results.

In general, if T is a topological vector space we denote by T* the space of

conjugate linear continuous functionals on T. If A: Tx —► T2 is a continuous

linear mapping of two such spaces we denote by A*" its adjoint: A A: T2 —► Tf.

If U is a representation of G in T,, we denote by U* the representation f7A(x) =

U(x~1)*. If T has a continuous skew symmetric innerproduct ( , ) defined on it,

T is isomorphic with a subspace of TA which, if T is a Hubert space, is all of TA.

We shall consistently indentify T with this subspace. These comments apply

in particular to H and to C°(U) relative to the restriction of the scalar product

on H to C°°(U). We shall denote C~(U)* by C~~(U) and (U~)* by U~m.

Note that under this identification U* = U.
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The following theorems are the main facts about C°° vectors we shall need

[2], [5].

Theorem A (Goodman).  7,ef U be decomposed into a direct integral

fM®Uadu(a) where Ua are unitary representations of G realized in spaces Ha.

Then v £ C"(U) if va £ C°°(Ua) for o.e. a and a —► \\Wa(X)ua II2 is integrable

for allXEQand for o.e. a. In this case (öU(X)u)a = d^XW for o.e. a.

Theorem B. 7n the above notation, if yp is a continuous functional on

C"(U) then there exist o.e. unique functionals yf- on C°°(Ua) such that yp(v) =

fMypa(va) du(a) for all v E C°°(U) where the integral converges absolutely.

Now, if V is another such representation let l(U, V) be the space of all

continuous intertwining operators from U to V.  If A E l(U, V), it is easily seen

that A maps C°°(U) into C"(V) continuously. We shall denote this mapping by

A". Also A* E l(V, U). UtA~°° = ((A*)~)*,A-~: C-"(U)-^C-'°(V).

Notice that the scalar product allows us to identify fi with a subspace of C~"(U)

and that under this identification A~°° extends A.

Now, if U is irreducible, there is a natural Hubert space structure on J(U, V).

In fact, if A, BE 1(U, V), B*A E J(U, If) and hence B*A = C(A, B)I by Shure's

lemma where C(A, B)EC. C( • , • ) defines a Hermitian scalar product on

l(U, V) which is obviously complete (in fact C(B, B) is the square of the operator

norm of 77).

III. Spherical functions. Let G be a (not necessarily unimodular) Lie group

and K any closed subgroup. Let £2 and u be the respective modular functions

for right Haar measure (i.e. fGfXyx)dx = Sl(y~l)fGf(x)dx). Let A = (cj/£2)%.

Any locally integrable function/on G which satisfies fikx) = A2(k)f(x) defines a

Radon measure p(f) on K\G via the formula p(/x5) = S g fix^dx) dx where

<pECc(G),\7(x) = fKyp(kx)dk.
If p(f) is finite we shall say that /is integrable and we shall write p(f)(K\G)

= Sf(x)dx. We remark that/is integrable iff p(|/|) is a finite measure. We also

remark that if g say belongs to CC(G), then

S (fKA~2(k)g(kx) dkj dx = fGg(x) dx.

If/is a locally integrable Hilbert space valued function which satisfies the

above transformation property, such that lj\ • )\\ is integrable, we may define

Sf(x) dx by the requirement (SfixyJx, w) = S(f(x), w)dx for all w in the space.

Now, let S be a finite TV-dimensional unitary irreducible representation of K

in a Hilbert space H5. Let U be the representation of G which acts via right

translation in the space f/ of all locally integrable H5-valued functions F which

satisfy
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(1) F(kx) = A(kß(k)F(x),

(2) S(ILFII2)<~.

i/is of course the unitary representation induced by 5.

Now, let A be a self-intertwining operator for U.  We shall now associate

with A a matrix-valued distribution and a scalar-valued distribution in much the

same way as we associated matrix-valued functions with intertwining operators in

the compact case.  Let us recall that if /G LX(G), the operator U(f) is defined by

¡c f(x)U(x) dx where f(x) is the function f(x~x )Sl(x~x ). Also /*(x) is / (x)~,

/•x=/(-x)andx-/=/(x-1 -)Sl(X-x).

Theorem 1. Let A: H —+ H be an intertwining operator for U.   Then there

is a unique continuous linear map VA : C^G) —► Homc(fí6, fi5) satisfying

VA(k • /) = A(k)VA(f)8(k-x)for which

AU(f)F(e) = S(VA(x • f)F(x)) dx.

(Note that the integral makes sense.)

Proof.   For /G C"(G), let r(/): fi5 -» H be

r(f) = fKf(kx)A(k-x)ô(k-x)dk.

It is clear that r(f) maps into C°°(U).   Hence Ai(f) maps into C°°(U).   Since

C°°(U) consists of C°°-, ff6-valued functions, point evaluation is continuous

so we may define a linear mapping VA(f) of H6 into H6 by u —*■ Ar(fy)(e).

Lemma.  VA(fT = VA -(/*).

Proof.  Let / g E C~(G). Then, for v, w E Hs,

(Ai(f)u, r(g)w) = s(fK(AT(fXx), 6(k-1)w)A(k-x)g\kx) dk\dx

(*) = S (jK(Ai(f)o(kx), w)g\kx)A-2(k) dk\ dx

= s(jGl\x)AT(f)o(x)dx,wY

But

Ar(f)u(x) = (U(x)Ar(f))(e) = (AU(x}r(f))ie)

= Ar(f-xXe) = VA(f-x).

Hence (•) equals (VA(f * g*)*v, w).   Taking adjoints, (*) also equals

(v, VA *(g * f*)w). Letting g go through a partition of unity the result follows.

Q.E.D.
Now, from the lemma and its proof
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VA(X •/)* = VA *(/* * *) =A*T(f*)(x).

Hence

(S(VA(x • f)F(x))dx, v) = S(F(x),A"T(f*)v(x))dx

= (F, A*T(f*)v) = (AF, t(/*)v)

= S(fK(Aj\x), f*(kx)A~l(k)5-i (k)u) dk) dx

= S (fK(jXkx)A-i(kß(k)AF(x), v) dk\ dx

= S (fK(J(kx)A-2(k)AF(kx), v) dk\ dx

= (fGKx)AF(x)dx,v)

= (U(f)AF(e), v).

This shows existence. Uniqueness follows by reversing the chain of equalities.

The continuity of/—»- VA(f) is clear.   Q.E.D.

Definition.  Va is called the matrix kernel of A. Its trace is denoted DA

and is called the scalar kernel.

The lemma used in the above proof has the following simple but important

corollary.

Corollary. For all kEK,

(a) VA(f-k) = A(k)b(k)VA(f),

(b) DA(k-f-k) = A2(k)DA(f).

Definition. Property (b) above is called K-centrality.

Let us also remark that if there were a locally integrable function VA(x)

valued in operators on f/6 which satisfied VA(kxxk2) = A(kxk21y3(k21)

VA(x)6(kx1) for which

AF(y)= fGVA(x)F(xy)dx

for a dense set of F in H, then (as the reader may easily verify) VA(f) =

/g^WA*)^ for all/C Cç(G). Hence, we are justified in considering QA as

an analogue of the kernel of A in the compact case.

DA determines A. We may in fact write A as a "convolution" against DA,

a fact that will be important later. To show this we need some notation.  Let jtx

and 7? be measures on G for which either p or r¡ has compact support or both are

finite. Then there exists a unique measure p such that for / £ CC(G),

fffixy) dp(x) dr¡(y) = ffiz) dp(z). We write p = p* -q. We shall identify func-

tions g on K with the measure on G supported in K given by gdk on K. Thus
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f*g(x) = jKfixk-x)g(k)dk,

g*flx)= fK SKk-^mk-'x) dk.

Also let Xs(*) = TV-1 tr S(ft) and let X6(ft) = A~1(k)x6(k). A distribution <p on

G is said to transform on the left according to 5 if X6 * / = 0 implies <f(f) = 0

for /G C~(G). Notice that we cannot say <p(X6 * f) = ^(/) since X6 * /will not

usually have compact support.

Lemma. Da transforms on the left according to 8.

Proof.  Let g E C~(G). If/G C"(G) satisfies X5 */= 0, then

*>A<f*g) = fAx)DA(x-g)dx

= s(fKflkx)A-2(k)DA(kx • g)dkdx)

= S^/Tftx^fft-1)* ^(x -¿OSift-Vftdx).

But Xj * / = 0 implies, by irreducibility,

/A.Afcc)A(ft-1)5(ft-1)rfft = 0.

Hence DA (f * g) = 0 for all &  Therefore DA (f) = 0.   Q.E.D.

Now, let Cj°(G) = X6 * C~(G). If <p transforms according to X6 on the

left, then u? defines a functional ^' on C¡°(G) via <£(X5 */) = ^(/).

Let u, w G fís and let v ® w be the operator ( •, w)o. Since 5 is irreduc-

ible, it is completely irreducible. Thus there are finite sequences k¡EK and

c¡ G C such that TV-'Z^A-1^^) = v ® w.  Applying A"1^^)-1 to

both sides and taking the trace we conclude that

Aíft-'XSÍft"1)* w) =2>,X6(ft-1fti)A-2(ft).

It follows then from the definition of t that

WM • ), w)-2>,(xs •*,)•/= x8 • fec^r1 • /)) •

This is an element of C~(G) and

D'A((T(f)oC),w)) = D'A(x& *£c,ft/-1 •/)

= 7^(5>A"1 -^tr^Aiftr1)^^^)

= tr VA(f)(v ®w) = (VA(f)o, w).
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Hence VA (f) is, in a sense, the integral of tí/) against DA.

Furthermore VA(f) = Ar(f){e). Hence

(AT(fyj(x), w) = (U(x)AT(f)o(e), w) = (Ar(f ■ xyj(e), w)

= D'A((T(f • xM • ), w)) = D'A((T(f)o( • x), w)).

Hence Ar(f)o(x) is the "integral" of t(/)u( • x) against DA. This determines A at

the dense set of elements of the form t(/)u( • ) and hence determines A.

The significance of these observations is that they may be turned into a

characterization of the distributions DA. We shall need to consider the norm de-

fined on C(G) by \\fiK = S(s\xpK\f(kx)\2A-2(k))dx.  This is finite on C~(G).

Now let v> be a K central distribution which transforms according to S on the left.

For/£ Cj-iG), let [yp : f](x) = yp'(f-x). We shall say that yp is finite provided

the mapping of C¡°(G) into C(G) given via /—♦ [yp : f] is bounded in II • U^. Let

F6 be the space of such functionals.

Theorem 2.  A distribution yp is of the form DA for some A £ l(U, U) iff

*eF6.

Proof.  Let us note that if F EH, then A~2(*)llF(/fcx)B26 = UF(x)ll26.

Hence I WF( • )Hh6 11^ = WFWH.

Now, consider \DA((\S * /) • x)| = \DA(f' x)|. This is bounded by a sum

of terms of the form

\(VA(f • x>, w)| = \(Ar(f)o(x), w)\

<IUt(/Mx)IIh61IwII.

Taking K norms, we see that \D'A : X6 ♦ f\hK is bounded by a sum of

terms CIL4t(/>I!h < C'Ut(/)uIIh.

Let wx,... , wd be an orthonormal basis for tf6 and fix w = wr Let ci

and k¡ be chosen as above. Then

WKx),^) = h*(^cikf1-f\ (X).

Now if in the integral defining Xs * (k¡ x • /) we replace k by k¡ lkk¡ and note

^(k^kk;) = \B(k), we discover that X6 * (krl • /) = kj~l • (Xs * fyAk¡). It

follows that Kri/M • ), w)iK <Cw*k$ *fWK. Since WHx)^ <

2|(t(/)ü(x), w¡)\, we have shown that D'A is finite.

Conversely, if yp E f6, the map (v, w) —*■ v'((t(/)( • )u, w)) is continuous

on H6 x H6 and hence there is an operator P^i/) which represents it. Of course,

if r(f)o( • ) = iig)w( • ), then for all x, V^(f ' x)o = Vv(g ' x)w.  This allows us

to define an operator A on the set of r(f)u( ' ) by A(r(f)v%x) = VJyf ' x)o. It is
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trivial that A(r(f)u( • )) satisfies the transformation property of fi. It follows from

the definition of \p that, for all w E ¡{6,

W(A(T(f))v( • ), w)\\K < cll(rf/M • ), w)lK

where C is the bound on [<p : • ].

By reasoning similar to that done in the first part of the proof it follows

that A is bounded in H norm and hence extends uniquely to a bounded operator

on H which clearly intertwines U.   It is obvious from the uniqueness of DA that

DA = v>.   Q.E.D.
Remarks.  We could, if we so desired, define intrinsically an algebra struc-

ture on F5 that would make A —► DA an algebra isomorphism of Í(U, U) onto

Ffi. However, since F6 is in one-to-one correspondence with J(U, U), we could

also define our algebra structure by requiring this map to be an isomorphism. We

take this latter course since we shall not need the intrinsic definition. The intrin-

sic definition is closely associated with convolution and is convolution when this

makes sense.

Now, if A were to be a projection onto a primary subpsace, it would be

logical, in view of the comments in §1, to call DA a spherical distribution. How-

ever, this would yield a rather trivial theory in the cases where U had a continuous

spectrum. We shall take a more general approach.

To motivate our discussion we prove a lemma.  First some notation. Let V

be a unitary representation of G realized in L Let/G C~(G) and consider V(f).

Since V(x)V(f) = V(f ■ x), it is easily verified that V(f): L -+ C°°(V). Hence

V(f)*: C~°°(V) -* L. Also, V(x)V(f)* = KA(x •/) so as before V(f)* in fact

maps Ç" (V) into C°°(V). We shall denote V(f*)* by V"°(f) (it is in fact

the integral of V~°° against / although we shall not need this fact). Then if

v, w E C~°°(V) such expressions as (V~°°(f)u, w) make sense.  If v E C°°(V) and

w E C~°°(V), we define {w, v) to be the conjugate of <v, w) so that <w, V~°°(f)v)

is also meaningful. Also let e denote evaluation at e E C°°(V).

Lemma.  Let it be an orthogonal projection onto an invariant subspace f/w

of H. Let V = U\ Hn and let en = e\C°°(V) (= C°°(U) n fi„). Then for all f E

c;(G),V1t(f) = enV—(f)e^.

Proof.  By definition, V„(f)u = em(f)o. From the computation done at

the end of Theorem Í, (eU(f)n)* = 7tat(/*) = mif*). Hence by definition,

VJJ) = «rr(0 = eJeU(f*)nr = en(e„U(f*)itr

= e^U(f*yeS = e,K—(f>£,

since 7TA = it.   Q.E.D.
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Suppose U is type I. Let U be the C*-algebra generated by U and let M =

U * (the space of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of U given the

Mackey-Borel structure; see [3]). Then there is a Borel measure p on M such

that U = ¡M(&Ua dp(a) where each Ua is a primary representation which gener-

ates a von Neumann algebra of class aE Ü*. Let Ha be the representation space

of (Ia.

By the finite dimensionality of tf5 and Theorem B of §11, e is a direct

integral of continuous maps ea: C°°(Ua) —* Ha.

Definition. Let V*(f) = é*(Ua)-°°(f)(ea)* and let Da(f) = tr Va(f).

V and D" are called, respectively, the matrix-valued and scalar-valued spherical

distributions of height 8 associated with the element aE U*. (Notice that this

is really defined only a.e. with respect to p. Note also that if we replace p by a

measure in the same measure class we change Da and Va by constant multiples.

The Va are, however, otherwise well defined.)

It is obvious from the uniqueness of the e" that they satisfy similar trans-

formation laws as does e. Hence, it is easily seen that Va and Da satisfy the

same transformation properties as the VA and DA did above.

It is natural to ask if Da has an expression as a trace of the restriction of

an irreducible representation of G to a K-invariant subspace analogous to the

usual definition (see [1]). This is the case, although it will take some work to

show it. Consider for a EM the map (ea)A: Ha -+ C-°°(Ua). Let tt" = (ea)Aea

and let Ka be the image of (ea)A.  Ka is invariant under (t^)-°°|K and (ea)A

intertwines AUa\K and 6 (this is just a restatement of the transformation property

of ea). e has the property that the only U invariant subspace on which it is zero

is the zero subspace. Hence the ea are nonzero for a.e. a. It follows from Shure's

lemma that (ea)* is invertible as a map of fi6 into Ka. Let ja be its inverse.

Then

W(f) = ea(Ua)-~(fXea)* = Jaif(Ua)-"(f)(j*)-1.

Hence Da(f) = tr *a(l/a)~"(OIKa. Since na maps onto K" and intertwines

A2(Ua)~°°\K, this is in form analogous to the usual definition of spherical func-

tion. The problem, however, is that Ua is only primary and not irreducible. The

fact that one can compute the spherical functions using any one of the irreducible

constituents of Ua seems to be a deep fact and is our first main result.

Theorem 3. Let a EM.  Let Ta be any irreducible unitary representation

quasi-equivalent to Ua realized in Ia.   Then for o.e. a there is a map oa: C°°(Ta)

—»• C-°°(Ta) which intertwines Ta\K and A(Ta)-°°\K and which represents Da

in the following sense.

There is a canonical Hubert space structure on the image Lg of oa which
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makes Ar01~",|7í|l.| = T° unitary for which the map aT^ILf is trace class

for allfE C"(G). Then Da(f) = tr o*T*(f)-m\LÎ.
Furthermore, T° is the orthogonal direct sum in L* ofn copies of S where

n is the (possibly infinite) multiplicity of T in Ua.

Proof.   Let

1% = spanU""eA(«0W G l(Ua, Ta), vEH5}.

Before describing the Hubert structure on Lf we need a lemma.

Lemma. Suppose A x, ..., AK E 1(11°, T") are linearly independent and

suppose vx,...,vKEHs satisfy 2JL1;4/~"(éat)A(u/) = 0. 77íen vx=v2 =

• • • - VK m 0.

Proof.  We proceed by induction on K. We omit the K = 1 case since it

is analogous to the induction step. Since the set of W such that -AK™xé**(W)

= SfLj.4f °°ea*(W¡) for some W¡ G H* is 5-invariant and nonzero (vK+x belongs

to it!), it is all of f/6. For all W there are elements W¡ = t¡(W) which satisfy the

above. By the induction hypothesis the W¡ are unique. It follows that the r¡ are

linear and intertwine 5 and hence rt = c¡I.   Hence -AK"x(ea)*(v) =

J:f=xclAf°°(ecty(v) for all v, i.e. -f?AK+x = ea(Sc,Af). Now e" has the

property that ea(í/0[(»ü) = 0 for all g implies v = 0 (u G C^)) (Theorem IV

of [5] ). Applying Ua(g) on the right in the above equation and using the com-

muting property of the A¡, we see that AK+X = ^c¡A¡, contradicting indepen-

dence and thus the fact that vK+x #=0.   Q.E.D.

We will use the lemma in the form of the following corollary.

Corollary. If ex,... , ed are linearly independent elements of H& and

Ax,...,AdE KU«, T") are such that ^A¡-m(ea)'í(e¡) = 0, then A¡ = 0,1 =

1.d.

Proof.   Let Bx,... , BK be a basis for the vector space spanned by the

{At}. WriteA/-~ = 2ci/fir°*. Then

0 = ZcijBr^r(.et) = l2?,(e<T fe^e,).
tf i v '        '

Hence, by the above ̂ icijei = 0, i.e., ctj = 0. Hence A¡ = 0 for all i.   Q.E.D.

Now, let ex,... , ed be an orthonormal basis for f/6. Let Ll6 =

{A-°°ea~(e¡)\A E l(Ua, Ta)}. By the above corollary L? is the direct sum of

the L5. From the same corollary, the map A —+A~°°ea (e¡) is 1-1. Hence we

may define an innerproduct ( , )g on Lf by setting

(zxr-é"^),^,—*">,))* =zoG4r. B^
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where Cis the innerproduct 1(7", W) defined in §11. Notice that under this

innerproduct Lf «* KT*, U0l)d. Hence completeness follows. Notice also that

for At £ 1(11°, Ta), v¡ E Hs, i = 1, 2, we have

(^"^(üíMí-é^Cuí))" = C^ÍMfX»!, v2)-

Hence the scalar product does not depend on the choice of basis for Hs. The

above equality and the fact that Af"^ *" intertwines Air01)-"IK and 6 show

that Air01)-*"|K is unitary on Lf. The injection of L'fi into C""(7,a) is contin-

uous since A~°°é**(e¡) converges to A~°eea"(ei) iffAjf converges to A* in

C( , ) which is equivalent to A£ tending to A* uniformly. This implies that

A~" —*■ A~" uniformly on bounded subsets of C~°°(Ta) and hence that, in

C-m(T*), A-~ea*(e,)-+A-°'ea*(ei). Thus the natural injection of Lf into

C~"(Ta) is continuous. Let pa denote the injection and let à*: CÇT*) —*■ Ia

be its adjoint. (C°° is reflexive!)

Now, we are finally in a position to prove the trace formula. Let E,, j =

1,..., be an orthonormal basis of MT*. Ua). It is easily seen that E¡ ave iso-

metries and that fia is the orthogonal direct sum of the images of the E¡. It

follows that the maps ni = E¡E* are orthogonal projections onto invariant irre-

ducible subspaces of Ha and E,^ = I. Hence, for/£ C~(G),

D*(f) = tr V(f) = tr ^(U01)- "(/XeT

= Ztreair/(i/a)—i/)(ea)*

l

= £tr eaEiEi-(Ua)-"(f)(ear
i

i

But

= <a",)-c"(fXErr"(earej, &trmdñ**} = (o°(n—w,, /yt .

where Ft/ = (fi/T"(èB)*(e/).

Note that the series of operators on fí6, 'Lé'n¡(U0')~'"(f)(¿*)*, converges

pointwise since "Ln¡ converges in C°°(Ua) and hence it converges in any norm by

finite dimensionality. Hence

¿>a(o = Z(An-~(f)/> /y? - tr ̂ (rr-(Dili,
a

as claimed.

To finish the proof we need only compute the multiplicity of 5 in T°.
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However, if Tí, are as above v —■*■ (Ef*)~°°(ea)*(v) intertwines 5 and T°. Since

the ranges of these maps are orthogonal and clearly span L" topologically, the

multiplicity of <5 in T° is the dimension of the span of the E¡ which is the multi-

plicity of Ta in U*.   Q.E.D.

Now, if A" is compact, the above can be made considerably more precise.

Notice that in this case Sl\K = co = 1. Let TV = dim fi6.

Theorem 4. Let K be compact and let notation be as above. Let ra(x5)

= fJrX6Qc~l)Ta{k)dk. Let L% be the image of Ia under ra(x6) (so Ia is the

space of vectors which transform according to 5 under Ta). Then there is a con-

tinuous map Qa: CÇF*) -» C°°(Ta) such that Lf = (ßTUg) and such that

TV-WßaA is a unitary isomorphism of L% onto L". Furthermore

oa=N-x(çryTa(x0)Q?

and Da(f) = TV-1 tr Q?Ttt(xs * /iß^Lg.  Qa can be chosen so that it is form-

ally selfadjoint on C~(Ta) and satisfies ßa(/ya)0O(» = (Sl(g))l/l(Ua)°°(g)Qa for

all g EG.  This uniquely determines Gf. In fact Qa is the nonunimodular weight

function of Moore. In particular, if G is unimodular Qa = I and Ef(f) =

tr/V-^OCs^COIi-S-

Proof.   Before proceeding, let us recall some facts about tensor products

of Hilbert spaces. If H is a Hubert space let {{* denote the conjugate space (i.e.

li with scalar multiplication given by c ■ v = co). Then H** = H. If Hx and H2

ate Hilbert spaces, Hx ® H2 is the space of Hilbert-Schmidt mappings of Hx into

H2. If v E Hx and w E H2, then v®wE Hx ® H2 is the map (u, • )vv.  The

tensor product is associative. In fact, by definition (Hx ® r/2)* = H* ® H*. If

F: Ht ® HI -* H3 belongs to (Hx ® H2) ® H3 and v E H*x we obtain from F a

map Fv: f/J —► H3 given by Fv(w) = F(v ® w). Then Fv G H2 ® H3 and v —►

Fv defines an element F G Hi ® (fi2 ® H3). The mapping F —> F is a unitary

isomorphism.

If A¡: H¡ —► Ht are continuous Unear operators, i = 1, 2, then Ax ® A2 is

the operator on Hx ® H2 given by F—>A2FA\* (A\ i&Ax considered as an oper-

ator on H\). If V¡ are representations of G in H¡, Vx ® V2(b) =Vx(b~x)®

V2(b).

We shall need the following lemma, which is known.

Lemma.  Let T be an irreducible unitary representation of G in L and let I

be the identity representation in H. Then 1(T, I ®T)is the space of operators

v —► w ® v, w E H.

Now, let H = Tv2(G, dx, Hs) and let R and L be, respectively, the left and

right regular unitary representations of G in h (i.e. L(y)F(x) = Sl~Vl(y)F(y~xx)
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and R(y)F(x) = F(xy) for any, x EG, F E H). Then, by compactness of K, H

is set theoretically and norm-wise just the space of all functions F in H which

satisfy L(k~l)F = S(k)F for all k E K. The map T = fK8(k)L(k)dk is easily

seen to be a projection onto H which commutes with R. Also U = R\H.

The harmonic analysis of R is essentially equivalent to that of the L2 regu-

lar representations. Let R and L denote, respectively, the T,2 right and left unit-

ary representations of G in 7,2(G, dx). The map v ® /—► vf( • ) sets up a unitary

isomorphism between H5 ® L2 and H. Its inverse is given by considering FE h

to be a map of (f/s)* into L2 given via v —► <F( • ), u>. Under this isomorphism

R becomes I®R,L becomes 7 ® L and T = J^Sf*) ® L(k)dk. Also C~(î?) =

ri6 ® C(R). If F £ Hs ® C~(70 and p represents evaluation at c in C~(70

(which is continuous) then u —► p(F(v)) defines an element e(F) of (HS)A = rfs.

The functional F —► e(F) is easily seen to correspond to evaluation at e in fl.

In [5] we obtained the following description of the harmonic analysis of R.

Theorem C.   There is a measure space M, a Borel measure pon M and a

measurable family T* of irreducible unitary representations of G in spaces U*

indexed by M such that

L2(G) * [,&(L*)* ® L* dp(a).

Under this isomorphism

R = L©Ta* ® Ta dp(a),

L = f ©fT")* ®7a dp(a)   (Ia = identity on La).
JM

Furthermore there is an essentially selfadjoint operator ß": C(Ta) —►

C^) continuously such that for all F £ C°°(Ia* ® 7°), ßaFis bounded and

of trace class. In this case p = /0pa dp(a) where pa is the functional F —►

tr (fF on C~(la* ® T").

If /£ C?(G), then ^(Oß01 is a bounded Hilbert-Schmidt operator of Ia

into Ia for which/—»- T^i/X^01 extends to a unitary isomorphism of T,2 onto

the above direct integral which intertwines (7a)* ® T* and R and (7"*)* ®7a

and L.

Furthermore, ß* satisfies T^igX? = Ü,-v,(g)QaTa(g) on C°°(Ttt) and is

uniquely determined up to scalars by this property.

Now, from the general theory of direct integrals, tensor products factor

through direct integrals. Hence

J M

* L®W* ® (Ia)*) ® Ia dp(a).
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Let Ha = (r/s ® (La)*) ® Ia, Ra = (7 ® Ia*) ®Ta,Za = (I® (Ta)*) ® 7°.

Let r" = ¡K8(k) ® Ta*(k)dk and let fa = ra ® 7° (so that T is the direct in-

tegral of fa). 7 also factors as a direct integral of maps 7": C^Ti01) —* HS

given via (7aF, w) = pa(Fw) for F E C°°(R), wE Hs. Here we are considering

FEH6 ® ((La)* ® La). (This follows from the uniqueness in Theorem B of

the introduction.)

Under the above isomorphism of HS ® ((La)* ® La) with (H6 ® (La*))®

Ia, this becomes ea(W ®v) = rVA(ßai;).  (It is clear that v G C°°(ra) if W ®

uGC~(7*a).) In fact, as a map of (/Í6)* into (La)* ® La,W®v becomes

V? —> F%>) ® u. Now for v G (f/8)*, pa(i%) ® v) = tr Qf » (f%) ®v) =

(Qfv, J%)) = (W*Qav, <p). This shows our claim.

Let Ha = Ta(Ha) and Ua = £a|r,"a.  Then fi = fM®Hadp(a). This is

the primary decomposition of U and each Ua is quasi-equivalent to Ta. Now, let

A E l(Ta, Ra). Since I ® 7° = T by the above Lemma, yl is of the form v —►

IV ® v for some (VeH{® (La)*.

Now, Lg is by the proof of Theorem 3 the space of functionals

A*-°°(ea)*(w), w E Hs, A E l(Ta, Ua), i.e. the functionals x —► (é'Ax, w) =

(7a(W ® x), w) = (W'Cfx, w) = <x, (Qa)*W*w) (x G CÇT*)). (Here (ßa)A

maps C-00(rû') into C~°°(Ta) and W*w is thought of as an element of ^"(T*).)

A G J(J°, Ua) iff rM = A, i.e. iff rarV - W.  This is equivalent to W

intertwining 5* and (Ta)*\K which is equivalent to W* intertwining 5 and r°|7C.

Hence La is the image under (ßa)A of the space of vectors W*w (w and W vary-

ing) which is just the image under (ßa)A of the space 7,a(x6)(La). This proves

the first part of our claim.

To compute 11(0")ÄW^*>vllf note that by definition it is c(A, A)M2. How-

ever, A" is the map of (Hs ® (La)*) ® La into Ia given by F® v —*■ v(F, W).

Hence ylAyl(x) = (W, W)x. Thus c(A, A) = (W, W) = tr IVa W.  But W*W inter-

twines Ô* so IVa W = dl. Furthermore dN = tr IVa W = (W, W) so c(A, Aßwf

= 7vyllwll2. Hence dllwll2 = (W*w, W*w)= W*wf. Thus U(ßa)AW*wlI6< =

TV%IIíV*h>II, proving the unitarity.

To compute Da we need a". o° is the adjoint of the injection / of Ia into

C—(Ta). If (ßa)A(x) G Las, x E T(xs)La, and if v E C^T"), then

<v,i((Q*r (x))> = (ß^ x) = (T*(x6)G?v, x)

= «GT^ix^, m^iN-K
Hence 0a =TV-1(ßa)Ara(x5)ß0!.

It follows that

NDa(f) = tr(ßa)Ara(x6)ßara(/)|i.f

= trra(x6)ÔO((n-"0rXôa)AILS
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by unitary invariance of the trace. Also, on Cm(T*), ^(f)^ = (Ta)-°e(f)(Qa)'i

by the selfadjointness of ß01. Hence ra(/)ß0: has a bounded extension. Further-

more £2 = 1 on K and hence ß° commutes with r°iK.   Thus D" =

7vr-1ßotra(x6)ra(/)i2otILo. This finishes the theorem.   Q.E.D.

Remarks.   Theorem 3 can be considered both a generalization of the

Frobenius reciprocity theorem and a generalization of the Plancherel theorem. In

fact, the first statement is obvious. To see the second, note that by definition

Va(f) = ea(Ua)~00(fXear so

fMV(f) dp(a) = eU—(f)e* = ri/Xe).

Theorem 3 then says that corresponding to a.e. irreducible representation 7"*

occurring in the decomposition of U there is a subspace Lf of C~°°(U) and a

Hubert structure defined on Lf for which tr rifje) = fM tr oí*r0í(/)|Lf dp(á).

Note also that although the Hubert structure on Lf is difficult to describe theo-

retically, the definition of Lf given in the proof of Theorem 3 depends only on

the unitary equivalence class of T* in the sense that if Ta is unitarily equivalent

to Sa, then the unitary equivalence gives rise to a unitary isomorphism of the

corresponding Lf, as the reader may easily verify.  Lf depends on the measure

p to the extent that changing p multiplies the scalar product by a positive con-

stant. It would of course be desirable to have an intrinsic description of Lf such

as is available in the K-compact case. We do not know of such a description ex-

cept in certain specific cases which will be described in a later work.

From Theorem 4 we obtain the consistency of our concept of spherical

function and Godement's.

Corollary.  7/K is a large compact subgroup of G and G is unimodular

then almost every Da is given via integration against a spherical function in the

sense ofGodement [1].

Now, still assuming K is compact, let Ic 5 be the space of all functions in

CC(G) which satisfy (i) f(kxk~l) = fix) and (ii) Xg * / = /  It is well known

that Ic 6 plays an important role in the study of spherical functions. To see why

this is so first note that every such /, when identified with the distribution fdx

transforms on the left according to X6 (= Xg in this case) and is K central. / is

also finite. In fact, A¡ is the operator F —> /G j\x)F(x • ) dx. Hence 7C>6 C F5.

The significant fact about 7C 6 is the following

Lemma.   77ie set ofA¡, f £ 7c6, is strong operator dense in l(U, U) (i/K

is compact).

Proof.   Let notation be as in the previous proof. Since R = 7 ® R, the

space 1(7?, R) is the set of operators of the form B® A where A E J(R, R) and
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B G Homc(H6, Hs). From the general results of von Neumann algebras, I(7Î, R)

is the von Neumann algebra generated by {7,(x)|x G G}. Hence, [L(f)\fE C~(G)}

is strong operator dense in 1(R, R), and thus the operators B ® L(f) are strong

operator dense in 1(7?, 7?). In terms of H these are just the operators F—►

fcg(x)BF(x-)dx.

Composing with T we conclude that the operators on H given by

A:F~y Íg fKS(x)8(k)BF(xk-x ■ ) dkdx

= JGfKg(xk)8(k)BdkF(x-)dx

= îjr\GfKfK&' xk)Ô(k)BF(k'x ■ ) dkdk'dx

= fKXGfKfKg(k'xk)S(k)B5(k')F(x ■) dkdk'dx

axe dense in l(U, U). Let 77(x) = fKfKg(k'xk)8(k)B8(k')dkdk' and let h(x) =

tr H(x). It is easily seen that h is K central, compactly supported and transforms

on the left according to X6.

Furthermore,

/ h(kxß(k) dk= f  tr H(kx)8(k) dk

= fK tt(H(xy>(k-x))8(k) dk = H(x).

Thus

fc h(x)F(x) dx = J"AG fK h(kx)F(kx) dk

= Ík\g L ä(^)5 (Wf) *** = Ík\g H(x)F(x ' ) &

= A(F).

This proves our claim.   Q.E.D.

As an almost immediate corollary to this we have the following.

Theorem 5. There is an almost everywhere defined one-to-one correspon-

dence between spherical distributions of height S and certain irreducible repre-

sentations ofIcS.

Proof.  Let notation be as in the proof of Theorem 3. Since 1(U, U) is

the commutator of U and we are dealing with the central decomposition, J(U, U)

decomposes as the direct integral of commutators of the Ua. Furthermore, this

decomposition has the property that for a.e. a the mapping ita: A —*Aa is a
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* representation of l(U, U). Also, any countable dense subset of l(U, U) has a

strong operator dense image under rf* for a.e. a. Since Ic 6 contains a countable

dense set, its image under ir* is, for a.e. a, dense. Since Ua is primary, the alge-

bra l(Ua, Ua) has a faithful irreducible representation which is continuous in the

strong operator topology. In fact the left action of ï(Ua, IIa) on the Hubert

space l(Ta, IIa) given via composition is easily seen to define such a representa-

tion. Call this representation Aa. Then AV is an irreducible representation of

Ï(U, U) and the image of IcS under it is strongly dense in its image. Hence

AVlT^g is still irreducible. Note also that AV acts on l(Ta, Ua) and hence

its dimension is dim T(Ta, Ua) which by Theorem 3 is the number of times S

occurs in Lf.   Q.E.D.

Remarks.   If K is not compact we can, with considerably less work, prove

the same theorem with F6 in place of 7C 6, since F5 is isomorphic with J(U, U).

However, what we cannot prove for K general is the following theorem.

Theorem 6. 7/G is unimodular, Da is a spherical distribution of height 8

which corresponds to the representation Aa of l(U, U), then for all fE 7c6(G),

Aa(f) is trace class and Da(f) = C* tr Aa(f) for some Ca E C.

Proof.  Let us not initially assume G unimodular. Then for/£ C~(G),

by Theorem 4,

7rOr) = TV-1trßara(x6 */)ß*ILa

= TV-1 tr ß-T-fcj *f)QaTa(x6)=N-1 tr (fT*^ */*X5)ßa-

If/£ IcS this becomes TV-1 tr QflTa(f)Q?. If G is unimodular we may take

the ß* = 7a.

Now, consider H C H = Hs ® T,2 as in the proof of Theorem 4. Then, by

the proof of Theorem 4 and the lemma, the restriction to f/a of the space of

operators Ta(f)* ® Ia, fElcS is strongly dense in l(Ua, IIa). Hence the rep-

resentation 11a of the above proof, when restricted to Ic 6 is the map / —»•

r*(f)* ® 7a|fia. Now, for/£7c>5, the map

ra(/)*®7->-ra(/)*®7|fl0i

is 1-1 since Ta(f)* commutes with ra. The von Neumann algebra generated by

VQi)* ®I(hE CC(G)) has a semifinite trace t given by T(Ta(h)* ® 7) =

tr T^Qi)* which is (for a.e. a) finite for n £ C^(G). Hence the algebra generated

by Ta(f)* ® I\Ha has a semifinite trace. Since this algebra is type I and is a

factor (it is the commutator of the algebra generated by Ua), we conclude that

if Aa is any irreducible * representation of it, then tr Aa(ra(/)* ® 7) is finite

for /£ 7cS and is a multiple of r(ra(/)* ® 7) = tr T*(f)*. Since this is just

Tp(f), we are done.   Q.E.D.
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Remarks.   In the K compact case one could almost certainly prove

results similar to the above without the assumption that G is a Lie group. How-

ever, in the noncompact case one cannot so easily do without C" vector techni-

ques, even in the unimodular case. In fact, there exist examples of nilpotent Lie

groups G and cocompact discrete subgroups T for which no unitary infinite-dim-

ensional irreducible representations contain vectors invariant under I\ In particu-

lar, if 5 is the identity representation of T, then for "most" o, La C C~"(Ua) ~

C(Ua). In a subsequent paper we will give "integral formulas" for the spherical

functions in this case.
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